
Software Company With Remote Workforce Says It
Created the ‘Of�ce of the Future’ at Bell Works
Complex

CentralReach Nails Down New Jersey Brick-and-Mortar Site for
In-Person Gatherings, Collaboration

The Bell Works complex is the reinvention of the former Bell Labs campus in Holmdel,
New Jersey. (Bell Works)
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A medical records software provider with employees working remotely

says it's got the prescription for the "of�ce of the future:" The

workspace is focused on space for in-person meetings and

collaboration when needed.

CentralReach, which also provides services for applied-behavior

analysis, signed a long-term lease for 25,000 square feet at the Bell

Works complex in New Jersey, relocating from its current of�ce in

Matawan, New Jersey. The Bell Works space is at 101 Crawfords Corner

Road in Holmdel. Bell Works is the Eero Saarinen-designed former Bell

Labs campus that was redeveloped into a mixed-use complex, dubbed

a "metroburb," by Somerset Development.

CentralReach's staff of almost 400 workers operate on a fully remote

basis. Many companies also had to permit employees to work from

home during the peak of the COVID-19 outbreak, and some �rms are

now allowing staff to continue to work remotely either all or part of

the week. CentralReach's new quarters could be a model of how

businesses can still provide a venue for remote employees to gather as

necessary.
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"Our company has continued to grow at an impressive rate over the

last few years, despite the challenges of being forced to suddenly

adopt a fully remote-work model,” CentralReach CEO Chris Sullens

said in a statement. “While we’re proud of our sustained growth over

the years, we also came to recognize the importance of a physical

space that could facilitate collaboration between all our employees,

regardless of where they are working. We immediately recognized that

Bell Works was the right setting to turn that vision to reality, and we

are incredibly excited to begin a new era of expansion at the

metroburb.”

CentralReach partnered with Somerset, G3 Architects and Bell Works

creative director Paola Zamudio and her team at NPZ Style + Decor to

design a collaboration-focused space.

“I truly believe our new space at Bell Works, in conjunction with our

remote-�rst hybrid approach, is the perfect complement to foster the

advantages of in-person collaboration while still offering the

advantages of remote work,” Sullens said.

The new CentralReach of�ce will include an open and con�gurable

�oor plan, with roughly half the space dedicated to collaborative work.

Meeting rooms and other areas of the of�ce will have televisions and

other equipment to allow seamless communication between

employees present in the of�ce and those working remotely.

Zamudio has also designed a space focused on encouraging innovation

and wellness to align with CentralReach’s mission of improving

behavioral health. The of�ce will also feature colorful layouts, using

plants and other sustainable materials.

The company, which has 14,000 square feet in Matawan now, is

expected to begin occupying the Bell Works space in the late summer.

“Collaboration and innovation have always been at the heart of our

vision for Bell Works, and we’re proud to welcome a company like

CentralReach that is embracing these values to fuel its evolution and

adapt to a fast-changing new era,” Ralph Zucker, president and CEO of

Somerset, said in a statement. “Together, we’re creating a new model

for the of�ce of the future, which can serve as a guide for so many

other businesses as they navigate both a return to the of�ce and the

enduring demand for remote work.”

Since 2018, CentralReach has experienced rapid growth with an over

700% increase in revenue, and it plans to end this year with almost

500 employees. That represents an increase of over 400 employees in

three years as it invests in expanding its footprint.
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